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1. Rationale
In 2008 the SHAs review of the
National Cancer Peer Review
(NCPR) programme concluded
that there should be a stronger
focus on clinical issues in order to
make the reviews clinically
relevant and to sustain the
continued support and
involvement of clinical staff. It
was therefore decided to
introduce clinical lines of enquiry
into the review process in order
to facilitate this focus.
The introduction of these lines of
enquiry is also important in order
to align Peer Review with further
developments since the
publication of the measures, for
example the increase in the
range of possible diagnostic and
treatment interventions;
subsequent guidance issued by
NICE; to support the overall aims
of Improving Outcomes: A
Strategy for Cancer and keep in
step with the commissioning
function of cancer services.
2. Clinical Indicators
NB: Please note that the
indicators for 2011 - 2012 remain
the same as those for the
previous year pending the
evaluation of the 2010 – 2011
pilot for Breast Clinical Lines of
Enquiry.
Discussions with the Site Specific
Clinical Reference Group (SSCRG)
Chair, members of the SSCRG,
National Cancer Intelligence
Network (NCIN) and NCPR
resulted in the development of
indicators relating to the
following areas:

Nationally available data
• Percentage of women offered
access to immediate
reconstruction surgery by MDT
or by referral onto another
team and rate of uptake
• Ratio of mastectomy to Breast
Conserving Surgery (BCS)
• Each surgeon managing at
least 30 new cases per year
• Average length of stay for
breast cancer with any surgical
procedure
• The one-, two- and five-year
survival rates
Local data
• Proportion of women tested
for HER2 prior to
commencement of drug
treatment (if undergoing
resectional surgery and
receiving adjuvant or neoadjuvant chemotherapy)
• Availability of Screening and
estimated impact on workload
• Availability of Digital
mammography
3. Data
Information relating to the
above will be completed by NHS
Trusts through existing
monitoring systems, with
national data provided where
available and relevant to
discussions by the National
Cancer Statistical Analysis Team
(NATCANSAT), the National
Cancer Intelligence Network
(NCIN) and Cancer Registries. The
National data has been refreshed
where available. Although the
indicators for 2011 - 2012 remain
the same as those for the
previous year pending the

evaluation of the 2010 – 2011
pilot for Breast Clinical Lines of
Enquiry, teams should make
commentary on their current
data in relation to 2010 – 2011
for each of the national and local
indicators.
4. Clinical Lines of Enquiry
A briefing sheet on the relevance
of these headline indicators will
be available both to the Zonal
National Cancer Peer Review
teams and to MDTs and NSSGs.
This will structure the discussions
on the data on a Peer Review
visit which will take place at the
time of the formal review against
the Manual for Cancer Services
and also acts as a guide for those
teams completing self-assessment
reports.
As part of self-assessment, MDTs
and NSSGs should include a
commentary on the clinical
indicators in their Annual Report,
and in the self assessment report
under the Key Theme ‘Clinical
outcomes/indicators’. A
commentary on the clinical lines
of enquiry will also be included
in the Peer Review reports.
Where national data is available
this will be provided to both the
review teams and the service
being reviewed to enable
discussion against the clinical
indicators. If local data is
required to enable discussion
against the clinical indicators this
may be uploaded, where
relevant, as an appendix in the
Key Evidence Document section
(‘Clinical outcomes/indicators’) on
the Cancer Quality Improvement
Network System
www.cquins.nhs.uk (CQuINS).

